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Redistricting (Norman Turrill) 
 
Action Alert: The LWVOR, the People Not Politicians (PNP) coalition, and 
other organizations continue to call for a public hearing on HJR 7, a 
constitutional amendment referral to establish an independent 
redistricting commission. Although neither the LWVOR nor PNP asked 
for HJR 7 to be filed in the Legislature, we think that it could be the basis 
for negotiations within the Legislature. Please write to House Rules 
Committee members and your legislators now. 
 
SB 259 B modifies statutory deadlines for reapportionment 
(redistricting) for congressional districts and judicial review. This 
proposed statute would not be used unless the Legislature fails to adopt 
a congressional redistricting plan by Sept. 27 or someone challenges a 
legislatively adopted redistricting plan in court. After passing the Senate 
May 13, 29-0, it had a hearing and work session in House Rules June 1 
and 2. The LWVOR testified here. 
 
During the SB 259 work session, Rep. Bonham commented at 17:31 in 
the video that he would also like a hearing on HJR 7 on an independent 
redistricting commission. Rep. Holvey later replied at 25:36 in the video 
with several inaccurate arguments that were previously used against IP 
57 last year. IP 57 and IP 16 this year propose a commission that would 
avoid the inherent conflicts of interest that legislators have, and would 
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not be representative of anybody or anything. Instead they seek to 
balance the political interests of the state so that voters win in the 
redistricting process. 
 
The House and Senate Redistricting committees are now in the middle of 
four concurrent informational hearings June 2 through 15 for 
representatives of the Portland State University Population Research 
Center to present demographic overviews of all Oregon counties. 
  
Campaign Finance Reform (Norman Turrill) 
  
At the work session in House Rules for HB 2680 June 1, Rep. Rayfield was 
the only person allowed to testify on the newly posted -12 amendment. 
The new amendment completely deletes all the contribution limits, 
together with all the objectionable huge money flows, and substitutes a 
small donor matching program! It now appears that the League and 
other good government organizations can support HB 2680-12, 
hopefully with a few small tweaks. At this writing, another work session 
is scheduled for June 7 where we expect that a fiscal impact statement 
for the amendment will be available, the -12 or something very similar 
will be adopted, and the bill will be sent to W&Ms, where Rep. Rayfield is 
one of the tri-chairs. We would also still favor the contribution limits 
in HB 3343 (Salinas, Clem) or SB 336 (Golden) for “real campaign finance 
reform.” 
  
Election Topics (Becky Gladstone) 
  
SB 5538: The League commented in support of the Secretary of State’s 
proposed budget and is pleased to see the specific candidate filing 
software (ORESTAR) allocation to anticipate campaign finance 
regulation changes. We will continue to urge for statewide, online 
candidate filing with software revisions already underway, as described 
in HB 3393. We declined to speak to the allocation of executive staff FTE 
and LFO recommended funding 4.5 of the 10 requested FTEs: 
 

• DEI, Tribal Liaison 
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• Sr. Advisor & Strategic Projects Director 
• Policy / Legislative Analyst, half-time 
• Exec. Support for the Deputy SoS 
• Public Affairs, Communications 

 
Rep. Hayden commented on a lack of transparency in hiring before 
budget approval. For example, LFO did not recommend funding the 
constitutional lawyer already hired by the SoS to address redistricting 
issues, since a court ruled that this be done by the legislature. Rep. Wilde 
urged for centralized legal service coverage within the DoJ, for efficiency 
and savings. He cited his HB 2788, referred to W&Ms, that the 
Department of Justice (DoJ) attorney fee costs not to be charged out to 
state agencies, but stay within the DoJ budget. 
  
Electoral Systems (Barbara Klein) 
  
Note: The first meeting on the informational update to our previous 
LWVOR Electoral Methods study has been set. Local League presidents 
may wish to notify any of their members who might be interested in 
working on the committee. 
 
No movement has been seen on any of the electoral systems bills we 
have followed. As a reminder, they are: 
 
SB 343 (Golden, a Ranked Choice Voting ‘local options’ bill, which we 
thought was awaiting an amendment); SB 791 (Dembrow, Rayfield, 
Golden) and HB 2678 (Rayfield, Campos, Golden, Dembrow) both 
proposing RCV for nonpartisan state offices and county/city offices 
where home rule doesn’t apply. HB 2685 (Rayfield) would require RCV 
for Overseas and Military ballots; HB 2686 (Rayfield) requires that 
voting/tally system machinery statewide accommodate RCV or any 
electoral system adopted by voters and authorized under state 
constitution. HB 3250 (Hudson), would establish STAR (Score then 
Automatic Runoff) voting to select and elect state offices (also 
establishes STAR as a “local option” for counties, cities, districts and 
service districts). HB 3241 (Hudson) would establish a Task Force on 
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Alternative Voting Methods; since this would involve funds, it has also 
been referred to Joint W&Ms. Like many bills awaiting decisions there, 
the measure has yet to be assigned to a subcommittee (although could be 
at a moment’s notice). 
  
Other Election Issues (Chris Cobey) 
  
SB 500 A establishes Public Records Advocate as an independent office 
within the executive department. June 10: Work session in Ways & Means 
Subcommittee on General Government. 
 
SB 60, SB 61, SB 62, SB 63: Quartet of Oregon Government Ethics 
Commission (OGEC) bills expanding the OGEC’s time to act, scope of 
OGEC subject-matter responsibilities, restricting sources of payments for 
OGEC penalties, and extending length of commissioners’ term limits: June 
1, all passed House; signed by Senate President and House Speaker and on 
their way to the Governor. 
 
SB 259 A: Modifies statutory deadlines for reapportionment of 
congressional districts and judicial review. House Rules: public hearing, 
June 1, work session, June 2, unanimous do-pass recommendation (Norman 
Turrill testified for the LWVOR). 
  
Other Election Issues (Tom Messenger) 
  
HB 3291 A requires ballots returned by mail to have a postal indicator 
showing the ballot was mailed not later than date of election and be 
received by a county clerk not later than seven days after date of 
election. Moves any special election on the third Tuesday in September 
to the fourth Tuesday in August. After passing the House, it has a Senate 
Rules committee hearing and possible work session 6/8. It still appears 
to have a good chance of passing the Senate and getting signed into law. 
 
HB 2323 A would prohibit knowingly communicating a materially false 
statement about an election. After handily passing the House, the Senate 
passed this bill June 3! On to the Governor for signature. 
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We are still looking for a person to help after this session with a bill to 
move the Presidential Primary to Super Tuesday (first Tuesday in 
March). Please contact Norman Turrill or Tom Messenger. 
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